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in the whole of 2013, an online gaming game solution calledplayonlinelaunched inchina. it provides game developers with a game portal with full game functionalities at a very low cost and a simple game operation interface. this feature,playonlineprovides game developers with the game portal to perform all
operations in the game publisher platform in a simple and easy way, including customizing the app of the game, managing and drawing game users, ranking players, collecting game fees, etc.. having such a game portal is a game development time saver, and can save a lot of time and energy for game

developers. (this game portal is implemented by cocos creator, and www.cocos.com/cn/app/ or cloud.com/cn/app). on top of being anonline game developer,you can also develop gamesfor the appstore, inchina,as well asfor android, ios and windowsphone users. this cocos creator3.x version has made significant
improvements in both tools and functions in order to enable you to reach these kinds of users through google play storeand app storeon androiddevices and iosdevices information for packaging (bundling the project) should also be carefully considered during the upgrade. also, testing of the following packages is

recommended before upgrading: xpantry pipeline projects pipeline service engine stages renderer pipeline settings shader factory material factory
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Cocos Creator supports importing 3D model formats for a very wide range of.fbxfiles..fbxis the de-facto standard in
3D modeling software. The process of importing is very simple, just drag the.fbxmodel into theExplorerand wait a few
moments for the import to complete. After the import is completed, you can see that the imported model is a folder
that can be expanded inExplorer. When importing the model, the editor will automatically parse the content of the

model and generate aPrefab, aGrid, aBone Animationand other resources. See Import Models Android Studio 3.5 has
been released. It is compatible with Android Studio 3.0 as well as Android Studio 3.5. In addition to adding a lot of

tools, support for Project References and Bundles has been added. Since the last version of Standard Tools, we have
added the following new functions to the operation panel of the BMW: Clean Build Automatically: You can now use

this function to automatically clear the target directories. Run/Debug Configurations: Configurations for Android
Studio, Windows or Linux/Mac, and other parameters can be set here. Exit & Redownload: You can download the
latest version of BMW without losing settings and data. In the interest of providing a stable product, the release

ofv2.1.2now represents the first stable release of the BMW release cycle. Prior to v2.1.2, the first stable release of
BMW wasv2.1.1in November of 2015. The entire team has worked very hard over the last year to make sure that the

function of Standard Tools, including not only bug fixes, but all of the new functions, is as stable and stable as
possible. 5ec8ef588b
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